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Abstract

Author Manuscript

Overexpression of the amyloid precursor protein (APP)gene on chromosome 21 in Down
syndrome (DS) has been linked to increased brain amyloid levels and early-onset Alzheimer’s
disease (AD). An elderly man with phenotypic DS and partial trisomy of chromosome 21 (PT21)
lacked triplication of APP affording an opportunity to study the role of this gene in the
pathogenesis of dementia. Multidisciplinary studies between ages 66–72 years comprised
neuropsychological testing, independent neurological exams, amyloid PET imaging with 11CPittsburgh compound-B (PiB), plasma Amyloid-β(Aβ)measurements and a brain autopsy
examination. The clinical phenotype was typical for DS and his intellectual disability was mild in
severity. His serial neuropsychological test scores showed less than a 3% decline as compared to
high functioning individuals with DS who developed dementia wherein the scores declined 17–
28% per year. No dementia was detected on neurological examinations. On both PiB-PET scans,
the patient with PT21 had lower PiB standard uptake values than controls with typical DS or
sporadic AD. Plasma Aβ42 was lower than values for demented or non -demented adults with DS.
Neuropathological findings showed only a single neuritic plaque and neurofibrillary degeneration
consistent with normal aging but not AD. Taken together the findings in this rare patient with
PT21 confirm the obligatory role of APPin the clinical, biochemical and neuropathological
findings of AD in DS.
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INTRODUCTION
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By age 40 years and beyond, individuals with Down syndrome (DS) show the characteristic
neuropathology of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) including brain deposition of amyloid-β(Aβ)
protein in neuritic plaques and neurofibrillary tangles. The neuropathological changes seen
in DS closely resemble those found in AD within the general population [1]. Despite the
ubiquitous neuropathological changes in DS, the prevalence of dementia is variable ranging
from 30–75% at age 65 [2]. As summarized by Schupf and Sergievsky[3], the most typical
onset of dementia in DS occurs around age 50–55 years.
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DS is most typically the result of trisomy 21 and increased dosage of specific genes on
chromosome 21 may be responsible for features of the phenotype including AD [4]. In DS,
triplication of the Amyloid Precursor Protein (APP) gene results in increased brain levels of
Aβ based upon evidence from human studies, mouse models, and induced human
pluripotent stem cells [5]. In rare instances of familial early-onset AD in the general
population, there is genomic duplication of the APP locus, suggesting that the increased
copy number of APP results in an AD dementia phenotype in the absence of clinical
findings of DS [6 –11]. An increased brain concentration of amyloid in DS is reflected in
positron emission tomography (PET) scans that have shown widespread cortical binding by
age 50 years [12 –17]. The over dosage of APPin DS is linked to fetal brain accumulation of
Aβ 42 [18]. Yet there are many other factors that might mitigate the effects of increased APP
dosage in DS including cerebrovascular pathology, mitochondrial abnormalities, and
immune system dysfunction [5, 19]. Thus it would be helpful to more directly clarify the
role of APPin the pathogenesis of AD associated with DS.
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Such an opportunity is afforded by studying a rare patient with DS resulting from a
segmental or partial trisomy 21(PT21) in which APP is not included in the trisomic segment,
thus present in the typical 2 copies rather than three as is most common in DS. A singular
case study was reported by Prasher and colleagues [20]describing a 78 -year-old woman
with DS resulting from PT21 involving the long arm of chromosome 21 with the karyotype
[46,XX,rec(2l)dup q,inv(21)(p12q22.1)]. Southern blot and FISH analysis demonstrated that
the gene sequence for APP was present in only two copies. This individual had no evidence
of AD by neuropsychological, magnetic resonance imaging and neuropathological
assessment.
A new case of PT21 (our present case), was included in a high-resolution genetic map of
rare segmental/partial trisomies of chromosome 21 and various DS phenotypes [21]. Our
patient was 65-years-old at the time and a standard -resolution karyotype on whole-blood
cultures revealed a neuploidy with an unknown marker chromosome and a low-level
mosaicism (10%) for a diploid cell line with a karyotype 47,XY,+mar[18]/46,XY[2]. FISH
analysis characterized the marker as chromosome 21 with the proximal boundary at q11.2
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and the distal boundary at q22.1 with no other chromosome showing positive hybridization.
Additional molecular analysis characterized the PT21 as duplication of 18.8 MB (28.12telo)of chromosome 21 which comprised the entirety of band q22. Excluded from the
duplication was a 1.95 Mb region encompassing APP (26.17 Mb).
At the time of the 2009 report, relatively little clinical information was available on this
patient. In order to more fully establish the phenotype associated with his rare PT21, we
followed him for an additional 7 years. Multidisciplinary data is now presented through
longitudinal neuropsychological testing, two sequential amyloid imaging scans, plasma Aβ
level and ultimate neuropathological examination. This data is intended to help elucidate the
role of APP in the pathogenesis of AD in DS.

Materials and Methods
Author Manuscript

Clinical examination
The dysmorphology examination was carried out according to published specifications for
people with DS [22]. The neurological examination was consistent with the Unified Data Set
developed for Alzheimer’s Disease Research Centers [23]. The independent neurological
assessments for the diagnosis of possible dementia were carried out without examiner
knowledge of any other testing results.
Genetic analysis
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A standard-resolution karyotype was carried out on whole -blood cultures. Fluorescence in
situ hybridization (FISH) analysis with locus specific and whole chromosome paint probe
was utilized to characterize the partial chromosome 21. The methods used for molecular
mapping of the PT21 have been previously described [21]. Apolipoprotein E (ApoE)
genotyping was carried out according to Ossendorf and Prellwitz [24].
Neuropsychological measures
We used cognitive functioning measures previously shown to be sensitive to dementia in
adults with DS [25, 26] including the Brief Praxis Test (BPT), the Dementia Questionnaire
for Mentally Retarded Persons (DMR), the Severe Impairment Battery (SIB)and the Rapid
Assessment for Developmental Disabilities (RADD). This battery is comprised of informant
and direct measures. IQ measurement was carried out by the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale -Third Edition (WAIS III) [27]. Adaptive functioning was assessed by the Vineland
Adaptive Behavior Scales, Second Edition (VABS-II) [28].
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Amyloid brain imaging
PET with 11C-labeled Pittsburgh Compound-B (PiB) [29] scans were obtained on the patient
with PT21 at the University of California, Irvine (site #1)in 2009 and the University of
California, Los Angeles (site #2)in 2012. Technical issues required the 2nd scan to be carried
out at site #2. The non-DS controls for the neuroimaging procedures were diagnosed as
either normal or sporadic AD according to the criteria utilized in the Alzheimer’s Disease
Neuroimaging Initiative [30].
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At site #1 the subject was injected with 12.5±3.1 mCi of PiB and asked to rest comfortably
in a dimly lit room with his eyes open. The acquisition protocol consisted of collecting four
five-minute frames 51±2 minutes post PiB-injection. The subject was scanned using the
High Resolution Research Tomograph (HRRT, Siemen’s Medical Systems) [31, 32]. PET
reconstructions were performed using 3D ordinary Poisson ordered subset expectation
maximization (3D OP-OSEM) algorithm with attenuation correction using maximum apriori
transmission reconstruction (MAP-TR) and 4mm FWHM gaussian smoothing. The resulting
image matrix was 256×256×207 with a voxel size of 2.5mm3.
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At site #2 the subject was injected with 9.9±1.3 mCi of Pi B and scanned after 15 minute
uptake time for 45 minutes covering time points from 15 minutes to 60 minutes post injection. The resulting scan was binned into nine 5 minute frames. Scanning using the
Siemens PETsyngo CT scanner. PET reconstructions were performed using filtered backprojection with CT based attenuation and scatter corrections and 3mm FWHM gaussian
smoothing. The resulting image matrix was 256×256×109 with voxel sizes of
0.89×0.89×2.0mm.
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Comparisons were made on 3 typical subjects with DS (TDS) at site #1 and 4 subjects with
TDS at site #2. All TDS subjects had full trisomy 21 confirmed by blood karyotype. The
PET-PiB scans for the TDS subjects at site #1 and site #2 were acquired with the same
protocol and scanner as the PT21 subject scanned at the respective site. Because the patient
with PT21 had a cardiac pacemaker, MRI scanning was precluded; instead, anatomical
parcellations available in The Automated Anatomical Labeling Atlas (AAL) were used to
define regions of interest (ROIs) [33]. We chose to evaluate large lobular-based ROIs in the
frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes. To avoid bias from registration mismatches with the
ROI template, we used the average of all cerebellum ROIs as the reference region. To align
the PET scans with the AAL atlas used to define ROIs, the T1-weighted MRIs from 19
subjects with TDS acquired by Haier and colleagues [34] were used. Each PET scan was
coregistered to each MRI scan using a 12 -dof transformation and normalized mutual
information cost function as implemented in FMRIB’s Linear Registration Tool (FLIRT)
package (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) [35–37]. For each PET scan, the best matching MRI was
chosen based on the normalized cross correlation (average best correlations 0.78±.04) and
used to spatially align the PET scans to the AAL atlas. After automated registration, each
scan was visually checked for registration accuracy and manually adjusted to give the best fit
to the template.
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To evaluate the similarity of the patient with PT21 to controls, patient values were compared
with each sample mean based on the Crawford-Howell test [38] with one tailed p-values as
direction was hypothesized. This aim of the test sare to assess the degree to which the
singular case may plausibly be seen as deriving from the underlying study population of
controls. The Crawford-Howell test adjusts for the small sample size and the uncertainty
associated with estimating variability among patients, and it has been shown to control typeIerrors better than commonly used alternatives such as Z scores. T he t-value measured the
scaled difference with the mean of the controls, and the p -value measured the degree of
extremity in the reference distribution [39].
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Plasma Aβ40 and Aβ42 were measured by a sandwich ELISA as previously described [40].
The samples used from this previous experiment have been described in detail in Head et al.
Plasma from the patient with PT21 was included in this larger experiment though not
reported previously.
Neuropathology examination
A standardized neuropathological protocol was utilized to carry out the autopsy brain
examination [41, 42].
Ethics statement
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The research protocols were approved by the Institutional Review Boards at sites #1 and #2.
All experiments were done in accord with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975. For all
participants with DS written informed consent for participation was obtained from the
participants Legally Authorized Representative. In each case, written assent from the
participant was obtained according to each protocol.

RESULTS
Clinical findings

Author Manuscript

This patient was first examined at age 65 years, having received a clinical diagnosis of DS at
age 4 years. His mother was age 20 years and father 21 years at the time of his birth. With a
WAIS -III full scale IQ measured at 69 and a VABS -II composite score age-equivalent of
10.5 years, he functioned within the upper range of abilities for people with DS. By
example, he resided in his own apartment with minimal supervision, looked after all of his
daily living needs, took a bus to his appointments and managed the cash box accurately at
his day program. His general medical problems included mitral valve insufficiency, arthritis
of the shoulders requiring surgery and lower spine problems resulting in multiple surgeries
and an inability to walk at age 68. He wore hearing aids that corrected his sensory -neural
hearing loss to the normal range. He also had a history of hypertension, EKG findings for a
non-acute anteroseptal myocardial infarct, and a first degree AV-block. Because of syncopal
episodes, a pacemaker was placed. The patient had a history of behavioral disturbances with
some hallucinations and delusions beginning at age 66 and he was given several different
psychotropic medications by his treating physicians. The mother and 2 maternal aunts were
reported to have dementia of undetermined type.
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On examination, the following features of the DS phenotype were present: brachycephaly,
flat occiput, malar hypoplasia, down-turned corners of the mouth, flat nasal bridge,
anteverted nostrils, upslanted palpebral fissures, Brushfield spots, underdeveloped philtrum,
highly vaulted palate, furrowed tongue, and short neck. He did not have epicanthal folds or
excess skin. He had normal hand measurements although his hands were broad with slight
interphalangeal webbing but normal palmar creases. Head circumference was 54.5 cm (65th
percentile according to measurements for DS [43]). Systolic blood pressure was normal in
the sitting position but slightly elevated at 150 mm Hg in the standing position. His speech
was characterized by dysarthria and erratic rhythm (cluttering). Prior to his back surgeries,
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his gait was normal without dyspraxia. Tendon reflexes were normal and there were no
pathological reflexes. Multiple independent neurological examinations throughout the course
of this study showed no findings for dementia up to his death at age 72 years. His death was
related to pneumonia as a consequence of his medical problems. ApoE genotype indicated
that the patient was homozygous for the ε3 allele (ApoEε 3/ε3).
Genetic and molecular findings
Molecular analysis revealed increase in copy number from 28.1Mb-qter of chromosome 21
[21]. The final karyotype from this high -resolution mapping of the genetic abnormality was
47,XY,+del(21)(q11.2q22.1)[18]/46,XY[2].
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In Figure 1, the duplicated segments of the present case of PT21 is compared to the findings
of Prasher [20], and cases of APP locus duplication without the DS phenotype [6–10]. In the
present case and that of Prasher, APP was present in two copies, not three The present case
spans approximately 19 Mb and gene as opposed to the Prasher case which spans
approximately 12 Mb. In the cases of AD without DS [6 –10] a small chromosome
duplication of chromosome 21 included the APP gene and was sufficient to result in earlyonset AD but was insufficient to result in a phenotype of DS.
Neuropsychological findings
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The patient with PT21 showed less than a 3% decline in the battery of neuropsychological
measures over 7 years of testing, strongly suggesting that dementia was absent. As shown in
Table 1, the score change of the patient with PT21 was similar to the minor longitudinal
score change of similarly high-functioning adults with DS who were not demented (n=6; age
range 46–59 years; 5–9 years of follow-up). By contrast, a group of high functioning adults
with DS who developed dementia (n=6; age range 45 –54 years; 2 years of follow-up)
showed a decline in scores ranging from 17 –28% per year during a two-year follow-up. An
independent neurological exam at each time epoch confirmed the absence of dementia.
Brain imaging findings
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The PiB-standard uptake value ratios (SUVr) for the subject with PT21 were compared with
the average of the TDS subjects (site #1:n=3; site #2:n=4), sporadic AD subjects (site #1:
n=4; Age=82 ±9.4, site#2: n=3; Age =78.0±10.4), and healthy volunteer (NC) subjects (site
#1: n=2; Age=75.5±4.9) acquired as part of ADNI (Fig 2). To evaluate the similarity of the
subject with PT21 to controls, values were compared with each sample mean using the
Crawford-Howell test [39] for single case comparisons as shown in Tables 2A and 2B. The
Crawford-Howell test adjusted for the single-case comparison with small samples of
controls, where the t-value measured the scaled difference with the mean of the controls, and
the p-value measured the degree of extremity in the reference distribution. Corrected pvalues were computed using the Holm method [44]. All comparisons were carried out using
the R statistical package [45]. The subject with PT21 had consistently lower PiB-SUVr in all
brain regions, lower than those of TDS and AD subjects at both site #1 and site #2
suggesting the PT21 subject fall sin the lower end of the TDS and AD reference
distributions, and similar or lower to that observed in NCs (negative t values in Tables 2A
and 2B). While statistical significance was not consistently reached, nor were the results
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significant after correcting for multiple comparisons, there was a clear predominance of
pattern for lower SUVrs compared to all controls (AD, TDS and NC) for the patient with
PT21, consistent with the neuropathological and neuropsychological results.
Plasma Aβ determination
Figure 3 shows that the patient with PT21 was within normal levels of plasma Aβ 40 relative
to both nondemented and demented adult males with DS (Figure 3A). However, plasma
Aβ42 was virtually undetectable in the patient and was lower than that observed both in
demented and nondemented individuals with DS (Figure 3B).
Neuropathological findings
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The brain weighed 1087g (normal weight 1300–1400g). The cerebellum was comparatively
small. There was mild convolutional atrophy in the Sylvian region but the cortical ribbon
appeared normal otherwise. The lateral ventricles were slightly enlarged with some
reduction of periventricular white matter. No atherosclerosis was seen at the Circle of Willis.
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Although diffuse plaque formation was present in a mild to moderate in degree at a number
of sites, neuritic plaque formation was entirely absent except for a trace amount in CA1.
Neurofibrillary tangle (NFT) formation, which was judged to be of stage III intensity by
Braak and Braak criteria [42], was not observed anywhere within cerebral neocortex; it was
moderate within CA1 and entorhinal-transentorhinal region, mild within amygdala, and
absent within subiculum. No microinfarcts or cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA)were seen.
The concentration of neuromelanin-bearing neurons was normal within both substantia nigra
and locus ceruleus. Granulovacular degeneration was noted only in CA1 No Lewy bodies,
Pick bodies or achromasic neurons were observed. In Figure 4, the middle frontal gyrus
stained for Aβ is compared between the patient with PT21 and a patient with full trisomy 21
diagnosed with AD dementia who died at age 43 years.

DISCUSSION
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Using multiple approaches, this data has shown that the lack of triplication of APP in a
patient with DS is associated with the absence of dementia, very low brain amyloid levels by
functional imaging, low plasma Aβ42, and the absence of AD neuropathology. These
findings highlight the critical role for increased APP copy number in the development of AD
in DS. Our findings are consistent with observations in the general population that mutations
and duplications of APP are associated with early-onset AD [11]. However, our results do
not provide evidence that lack of an extra copy of APP is the only mechanism by which
dementia was prevented in the patient with PT21. Many other genes on chromosome 21
were included in the trisomic segment in the present case. Other factors responsible for the
phenotypic manifestations of DS have been reviewed by Wiseman et al. [5] and include
generalized transcriptional dysregulation, interaction of other genes with APP, disruption of
endosomal systems, mitochondrial dysfunction and immune abnormalities. Nonetheless, the
central role for APP in dementia pathogenesis for adults with DS would seem well
supported by the present results.
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Our patient was homozygous for the ε3 allele, the most common form of the lipoprotein
[46]. In the general population, individuals with ApoEε3 have less of a risk for AD than
those with the ApoEε4 allele although it is not clear that the differential risk is related to
brain deposition of Aβ [47]. However, in DS ApoEε3 is considered to neither decrease
norincrease the risk of dementia [48].
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The phenotypic appearance of our patient was consistent with the clinical criteria for DS
[49]. Overlapping features of our case with Prasher et al. [20] included short stature,
Brushfield spots, mid-facial hypoplasia, hearing loss and ligamentous laxity affecting the
cervical vertebrae. However, the present case of PT21 did not have clinodacyly or epicanthal
folds. The difference in phenotypic appearance between the 2 cases remains of uncertain
significance since phenotypic variability is characteristic of the syndrome [50]. Our patient
with PT21 had a history of hypertension, cardiac rhythm disturbance and a remote
myocardial infarction, which was striking since the clinical complications of atherosclerosis
in adults with DS is considered to be infrequent [51, 52]. Despite his clinical findings no
evidence of cerebral atherosclerotic complications was noted at autopsy.
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The independent clinical evaluations by a neurologist and neuropsychologist both agreed on
the absence of dementia. The multiple longitudinal measures of cognition and praxis used to
follow the patient with PT21 fulfilled the criteria proposed for the diagnosis of dementia in
DS (Nieuwenhuis-Mark, 2009}. The DMR has been recommended as an informant measure
for dementia in DS particularly when used in longitudinal measures [53]. We have shown
that the RADD correlates highly with the other measures for dementia utilized in this study
[26]. Taken together the clinical and neuropsychological observations in the patient with
PT21 confirm the absence of dementia through age 72 years. The patient had a history of
auditory hallucinations and delusions consistent with psychotic disorder NOS specified in
adults with DS [54, 55] and in adolescents [56]. However, these symptoms occurred late in
his life when he was unhappily confined to a nursing home, raising the question as to
whether the behaviors observed were situational in origin.
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Two PiB-PET scans separated by 3 years involving independent institutional protocols and
scanners were similar, showing low to absent PiB uptake over background. Despite the small
sample sizes, the elevated TDS PiB-SUVr frontal and parietal values compared to normal
controls were consistent with published results for DS [15]. The PiB-SUVr were also
consistent with the PiB(−) aged controls and considerably lower than the PiB(+) controls,
MCI, and AD subjects from the general population [57]. In fact, the subject with PT21
showed PiB-SUVr values that were lower than all of these published results. In DS without
dementia there is a positive correlation of PiB retention with age [58]. Our subject had
unexpectedly low PiB levels despite being in his late 60’s at the time of scanning. These
imaging results do provide data suggesting that the lack of an extra copy of APPin DS may
be associated with very low, to absent, uptake of PiB in brain. Despite the lack of significant
differences after multiple comparison corrections of PiB retention in the PT21 subject
compared to the TDS, AD, and NC groups in this case study, the low uptake of PiB in the
brain is consistent with the neuropathological and neurpsychological findings and provides
additional data about the in-vivo beta amyloid and neurofibrillary tangle distributions.
However, they do not address the absolute affinity of PiB for amyloid beta peptide [59].
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Future studies in PT21 and DS might include other ligands for amyloid and tau, such as the
use of [F-18]FDDNP to identify the progression of AD symptoms in DS [13].
The plasma level of Aβ42 was dramatically low (below detectable levels) in our patient with
PT21 relative to other adults with DS. This finding is consistent with the lack of APP
triplication and the absence of dementia across the broad array of our study measurements as
well as the neuropathological findings. Typically, plasma Aβ levels are higher in people with
DS [60, 61].
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The stage III neurofibrillary degeneration observed in our patient seems most consistent with
“primary age-related tauopathy” (PART) that has been described as part of the normal aging
process in the general population [62]. Patients with PART are described as having either no
or minimal amnestic changes with only a minority having findings for dementia.
Pathologically, PART is described as being characterized by the absence of Aβ-containing
neuritic plaques. As in our case, the distribution of NFTs in PART tends to be restricted to
the entorhinal-transentorhinal region, and amygdala, with little or no cerebral neocortical
involvement. This is undoubtedly the reason that individuals with PART are usually either
cognitively normal or show amnestic cognitive changes only. According to proposed criteria
[42], our case, with Braak and Braak stage III NFT formation and Thal phase 0
Aβdeposition, would qualify as “primary age-related tauopathy (PART), definite, Braak
stage III.”PART has not been defined for DS but the lack of convincing AD neuropathology
in the present patient with PT21 would favor brain changes reflective of normal aging. It is
interesting that amyloid excess appears to be necessary for the cortical spread of tau [63] and
is consistent with our formulation that the neuropathology in the PT21 case is reflective of
normal aging. No CAA was observed in the PT21 case, a distinguishing feature from full
trisomic cases of DS [1] and the duplication-APP cases [64].
Our case differs from that of Prasher et al. [20] in the cytogenetic presentation. The present
case involves a trisomy 21 with one copy of the chromosome showing a deleted segment
which includes APP. The Prasher case was a disomy for chromosome 21 with an inverted
duplication. However, the mechanism underlying the presentation of chromosome pathology
would not appear to be relevant to the issue of AD and amyloid deposition since both cases
lack an extra copy of APP.
The cases of early -onset AD with APP duplications cited in Figure 1 support the
conclusions from the present case of PT21 that APP is critical to the pathogenesis of AD in
DS.
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Most patients with DS have been reported to have mild to moderate degrees of intellectual
disability. The measured IQ of the patient with PT21 patient was close to the borderline
range, yet below normal. A 26-year-old individual with PT21 (without APP triplication)and
a 7q deletion had a mild DS phenotype and borderline intellectual impairment (IQ of 75)
[65]. These findings suggest that lack of an extra copy of APP does not necessarily
normalize intellectual functioning in PT21 and that the intellectual disability in DS most
likely depends on other triplicated genes or perhaps other processes related to genomic
instability [66]. The non-contributory role of APP in DS associated intellectual disability is
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further clarified by the 5 families, including 21 individuals, with duplication-APPin which
normal cognitive function prior to the onset of AD dementia has been reported [6, 9].
A 10% mosaicism for a normal diploid cell line in the peripheral blood lymphocyte cultures
was observed in the present case, consistent with advancing age in DS where acquired lowlevel mosaicism for a euploid cell line has been observed [67]. The significance of the small
percentage of diploid cells in the present case is unknown but is unlikely to be relevant to the
absence of AD in this patient. This conclusion is further supported by the observation that
fibroblast cultures from this patient with PT21 showed duplication of the identical regions
determined from the lymphocyte cultures with no evidence for mosaicism (Written
communication with Julie R. Korenberg, PhD, MD, April 02, 2008). It is interesting that the
converse may not be true since a low-level mosaicism for trisomy 21 appears sufficient to
cause early-onset AD in the general population with little or no features of DS [68].
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The prevalence of APP disomy in patients with DS resulting from PT21 appears to be very
rare on the basis of only 2 cases, including the present report. However, unless otherwise
excluded by former karyotype, PT21 without APP triplication should be considered in
elderly individuals with DS who are high functioning and who exhibit no clinical signs of
dementia.
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Figure 1.
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Cases of AD without DS and of DS without AD. On the left side of the figure –
chromosome 21. The vertical thick blue bar adjacent to the chromosome, indicates the distal
~25Mb of chromosome 21 genes and markers with their position in Mb. The first 6 vertical
thin black bars indicate six families with APP locus duplication with AD but without DS [6–
10]. The next vertical green bar represents a 78-year-old partial trisomy 21 individual with
DS without AD [20]. The right red bar represents the current case. Vertical solid bars –
duplicated regions. Vertical dotted bars – regions of uncertainty.
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Figure 2.

Distribution of PiB-SUVr by sample type and region. Error bars are shown for average ± one
standard deviation for the sample. The patient with PT21 is shown by the red dashed
horizontal line. AD: Alzheimer’s disease. NC: Normal controls. TDS: Typical Down
syndrome. Left panel: Site #1 data. Right panel: Site #2 data.
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Figure 3.

Individual plasma Aβ40 (A) and Aβ42 (B) are plotted as a function of dementia status in
adult males with DS. The patient with PT21 (red symbol) is shown relative to comparison
cases. Bars represent group means and error bars are standard errors of the mean.
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Figure 4.

Aβ immunocytochemistry (20x objective) middle frontal gyrus; left figure shows paucity of
amyloid plaques staining in the patient with PT21; right figure shows staining of a patient
with full trisomy 21 and AD dementia. Sections are counterstained with cresyl violet.
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Percent score change in neuropsychological assessments over 7 years of follow-up in the patient with PT21
compared to DS controls without AD dementia (5–9 years of follow-up; age range 46–59 years) and DS
controls with AD dementia (2 years of follow-up; age range 45–54 years). DMR SCS scores were reversed
from positive to negative to aid in interpretation of score change with the other assessments.
Percent Score Change from Baseline over 7 Years of Observation
Sample

BPT

DMR-SCS

SIB

RADD

Case (7 years)

+0.07%

+0.15%

+0.05%

−2.52%

DS Controls n=6 (5–9 years)

+0.20%

−0.09%

−0.15%

−0.98%

DS+AD Controls n=6 (2 years)

−17.02%

−27.30%

−21.12%

−28.20%

Abbreviations: BPT; Brief Praxis Test, DMR-SCS; Dementia Questionnaire for Mentally Retarded Persons-Sum of Cognitive Scores, SIB; Severe
Impairment Battery and RADD; Rapid Assessment for Developmental Disabilities.
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t-TDS

−1.14

−0.88

−5.32

Region

Frontal

Parietal

Temporal

0.02 (0.25)

0.24 (1.0)

0.19 (1.0)

p-TDS (adj)

−0.08

−1.45

0.79

t-NC

0.48 (1.0)

0.19 (1.0)

0.29 (1.0)

p-NC (adj)

−1.99

−2.61

−1.90

t-AD

0.07 (0.92)

0.04 (0.56)

0.08 (0.92)

p-AD (adj)

SUVr PiB comparisons of the patient with PT21 based on the Crawford -Howell t-test and one-tailed p-values for the site #1 data. T-value and associated
p-values are tabulated for each sample and brain region, separately. P-values, shown in parentheses, were adjusted for multiple comparisons using Holm’s
method [44]. AD: Alzheimer’s disease. NC: Normal controls. TDS: Typical Down syndrome.
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Table 2B
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SUVr PiB comparisons of the patient with PT21 based on the Crawford-Howell t-test and one-tailed p-values
for the site #2 data. T-value and associated p-values are tabulated for each sample and brain region, separately.
P-values, shown in parentheses, were adjusted for multiple comparisons using Holm’s method [44]. AD:
Alzheimer’s disease. TDS: Typical Down syndrome.
Region

t-TDS

p-TDS (adj)

t-AD

p-AD (adj)

Frontal

−1.96

0.07 (0.92)

−1.69

0.12 (1.0)

Parietal

−1.48

0.12 (1.0)

−1.44

0.15 (1.0)

Temporal

−1.39

0.13 (1.0)

−1.64

0.12 (1.0)
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